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THE ROYAL INFESTA 
HOTEL 
On the Plaza 

Fort Naughtytail 47-Z-20 

TO: Hu Delta Phart Fraternity, Sorcerer University 
FROM: Harvey Swollencowudder, Reservations Manager 

We have received your deposit and confirm your reservation for the six rooms listed below. The 
rates quoted are for our 8-night Spring Break Supersaver Package. Your balance of 985 gold pieces 
will be due at check-in. 

Room Number Number Persons Beds View Rate 

848 2-twin ocean 320 

1236 1-twin ocean 240 

1707 1-twin pool 230 

2925 1-queen plaza 310 
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3313 2-king ocean 850 
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Please note that in past years, it has been a common practice for excessive numbers of guests to 
stay in rooms intended for fewer numbers. This will no longer be permitted, and our house security 
team will be making spot-checks to insure compliance with this policy. Epjoy your stay and thank 
you for choosing the Royal Infesta Hotel! 
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Win-a-bagel™ Recreational Magic Carpet 
Operating Instructions 

Win-a-bagel™ Recreational Carpets feature a unique Auto-Magic 
Transmission™ mechanism that allows even the most unmagically-inclined 
driver to control its flight. 

In case of mechanical difficulty, simply pull the red Auto-Magic Failsafe 
Lever™ located in the forward right corner of the Win-a-bagel™ Recreational 
Carpet. The carpet will immediately execute a safe landing. After such a 
landing, do not attempt to fly the vehicle again until it has been checked out by 
a Win-a-bagel™ authorized dealer. 

NOTE: The magical properties of your Win-a-bagel™ Recreational Carpet are 
woven into the fibers of your vehicle. Do not attempt to unravel these fibers, 
as this could release the magical powers contained therein, with unpredictable 
and possibly dangerous results. 

For routine maintenance, or in case of difficulty, visit only a Win-a-bagel™ 
authorized dealer. 
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